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Airport Park
3201 Airport Avenue

< [Perimeter Bay
Boxes/Infiltration Pits
during Construction]

[Permeable Asphalt
Paving BMP in
Parking Lot] >

< [Augered Bay Box/
Infiltration Pit BMP]

[Permeable Asphalt
Parking Lot
Absorbing Water] >

The new Airport Park is an example of a project that incorporates Low Impact Development strategies
with Best Management Practices (BMPs) to harvest most urban runoff for treatment via infiltration (soil
ecology does a wonderful job in neutralizing low-level or background concentrations of pollutants).
The project is also an example of creating new park land in highly urbanized and built-out areas where
impermeable hardscape previously existed, providing additional open spaces for recreational and
water quality improvement activities.
Opened April 29, 2007, Airport Park has many BMPs throughout the park. The BMPs include Bay Boxes
(i.e., Santa Monica’s term for a filtering or infiltration device that protects water quality of the Santa Monica
Bay) along much of the park perimeter (PHOTO top left) as well as in other locations near impermeable
surfaces, such as an adjacent tie-down airplane parking lot (PHOTO top right).
The north and south parking lots use the permeable asphalt BMP (PHOTO bottom right and left), allowing
runoff to infiltrate. The parking lots allow runoff to pass through the permeable hard surfaces and into the subsurface for infiltration, where soil ecology filters runoff and protects stormwater quality. Such a strategy prevents polluted runoff from flowing along streets, into storm drains and eventually into the Santa Monica Bay.
The park also includes a synthetic turf soccer field, which eliminates the need for irrigation and saves water at
a time of increasing drought concern, and drier and warmer weather predictions. The soccer field and the
adjacent dog park can also absorb, infiltrate and treat urban runoff.
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502 Colorado Avenue
< [Invisible Structures
Gravelpave2]

[Overflow Pipe] >

< [Infiltrators® or
StormTech®
Chambers]

>

[Porous Concrete] >

502 Colorado Avenue is a city-owned multi-family housing project that incorporates Low Impact
Development strategies with Best Management Practices (BMPs) to harvest urban runoff either
for treatment via infiltration (soil ecology does a wonderful job in neutralizing low-level or background
concentrations of pollutants) or for reuse in landscape irrigation or indoor flushing.

Completed in 2000, the development incorporates many energy efficient systems including photo-voltaics.
Most of the parcel is hardscaped – impermeable roof and patios with small patches of drought-tolerant
landscaping. Because the project takes up most of the parcel, little open space was available for placing an
infiltration zone or Bay Box (i.e., Santa Monica’s term for a filtering or infiltration device that protects water
quality of the Santa Monica Bay). Thus, the city installed the BMP in the adjacent alley. All runoff flows into a
storage chamber, which is composed of five rows of plastic devices, and extends the entire width and length
of the alley adjacent to the building.
Instead of using rock as infill for the underground storage area for runoff, plastic chambers (PHOTO top right),
called Infiltrators® or StormTech® chambers, line the percolation zone. The estimated capacity is 500 cubic
feet. An overflow pipe (PHOTO bottom left) from the chambers spills when full onto the alley surface, which is
composed of two permeable paving BMPs – porous concrete (PHOTO bottom right) and Invisible Structures
GravelPave2 (PHOTO top left). The overflow runoff can infiltrate through these BMPs. Runoff from areas
upstream of this site sheetflows to this permeable surface and infiltrates into the ground. Excess runoff flows
to a catch basin.
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San Vicente Boulevard at Ocean Avenue
< [Catch Basin Insert
Installation and
Parkway After
Construction]

< [Street and Parkway
Before Installation]

[Modular Plastic
Boxes Installation
Under Parkway] >

[Catch Basin with
Insert During Rain
Simulation. Grate
removed to see insert] >

The San Vicente/Ocean Avenue project incorporates Low Impact Development strategies with Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to harvest urban runoff either for treatment via infiltration (soil ecology
does a wonderful job in neutralizing low-level or background concentrations of pollutants) or for reuse
in landscape irrigation or indoor flushing.

The city obtained a grant from the Metropolitan Water District of Southern California’s Innovative Supply
Program to demonstrate a new BMP strategy: harvest runoff from street gutters, filter it, and then store in
an underground zone for infiltration under the parkway. Completed in 2006, this strategy demonstrates how
runoff can be harvested anywhere there is a street gutter and parkway (landscaped strip between the street
and sidewalk), which is ubiquitous in any urbanized area. The goal of the project is to demonstrate the feasibility of using runoff to recharge groundwater for future extraction or store the runoff in cisterns for direct
reuse, and reduce dependence on imported water.
Photos show the site before and after the project. Note the beauty of the BMP strategy – all the infiltration
or storage work is below ground. The storage chamber uses snap-together rain boxes (PHOTO bottom left).
The boxes and similar equivalent plastic products are 95% void and can hold more runoff than if rock were
used instead of plastic devices. A catch basin with an insert (PHOTO bottom right and top right) receives
the runoff and filters for trash and some solubles, including bacteria, before the water continues into the
storage zone. (Inserts from different vendors can be varied to test pollutant removal effectiveness.) The city
simulated a rain event using runoff from its Santa Monica Urban Runoff Recycling Facility and sampled the
influent and effluent for treatment effectiveness (PHOTO bottom right).
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Santa Monica Main Library
601 Santa Monica Blvd.

< [StormFilter®
Catch Basin]

< [Slotted Drain]

[Downspout Filter] >

[200,000 Gallon
Concrete Cistern] >

The Santa Monica Main Library project incorporates Low Impact Development strategies with Best
Management Practices (BMPs) to harvest urban runoff either for treatment via infiltration (soil ecology
does a wonderful job in neutralizing low-level or background concentrations of pollutants) or for reuse in
landscape irrigation or indoor flushing.

Rebuilt from the ground up, the new library opened in 2006. The city’s urban runoff strategy evolved to
the highest sustainable end use: reuse. By reusing runoff, one can reduce the demand for more valuable
potable water, most of which is imported into Southern California from distant watersheds.
Runoff from roofs, decks and surface parking areas is collected and piped through 17 downspout filters
BMPs (PHOTO bottom left) before entering the 200,000 gallon concrete cistern BMP (PHOTO bottom right),
which is located beneath the underground parking structure. Downspout filters are capable of removing
some pollutants. Stored water is pumped to the library’s sub-surface irrigation system.
The landscape includes drought-tolerant and native plants. The surface parking lot has two BMPs to
collect and filter water before it reaches the cistern: slotted drains (PHOTO top right) and a StormFilter®
catch basin with filter media (PHOTO top right) from Contech. The catch basin contains a media-filled
cartridge to filter soluble pollutants, as well as remove trash. All site runoff is directed to these four BMPs.
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Virginia Avenue Park
2200 Virginia Avenue

< [Bay Boxes during
construction]

[Paver BMPs
in Parking Stalls] >

< [Slotted Drain BMP]

[NetLawn® BMP] >

The redevelopment of Virginia Avenue Park (VAP) is an example of a building project that incorporates
Low Impact Development strategies with Best Management Practices (BMPs) to harvest urban runoff either
for treatment via infiltration (soil ecology does a wonderful job in neutralizing low-level or background
concentrations of pollutants) or for reuse in landscape irrigation or indoor flushing.

Reopened in December 2005, VAP has many BMPs throughout the park. The BMPs include Bay Boxes
(i.e., Santa Monica’s term for a filtering or infiltration device that protects water quality of the Santa Monica
Bay) along park perimeter (PHOTO top left) as well as in other locations near impermeable surfaces, such as
the parking lots (PHOTO bottom left).
The south parking lot uses paver BMPs (PHOTO bottom left) in the parking stalls, allowing runoff infiltration.
The other parking areas have slotted drain BMPs (PHOTO top right) to pick up runoff and direct it to the
sub-surface infiltration zones or Bay Boxes (i.e., Santa Monica’s term for a filtering or infiltration device that
protects water quality of the Santa Monica Bay).
An overflow parking lot is surfaced with grass layered over a structural support matrix and soil, NetLawn®
BMP (PHOTO bottom right). Runoff is collected in an underdrain system and sent to the perimeter
infiltration zones or Bay Boxes. All park runoff is directed to these four BMPs.
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Westside Water Quality Improvement Project
McLaughlin Avenue/Palms Boulevard • Mar Vista Park • Los Angeles, CA

< [Bio Clean Baffle Box™
with floatables, i.e. trash
and debris, removed from
runoff ]

< [Sawtelle Channel
Diversion Dam, i.e.
“speed bump”]

[StormFilter® unit] >

[Transverse Diversion
Weir Flow Split Vault] >

Opened in the Fall 2006, the Westside Water Quality Improvement Project (Project) treats urban runoff from the eastern portion of the City of Santa Monica and parts of west Los Angeles with state-of-the-art treatment technology. The
runoff comes from approximately 220 acres within Santa Monica’s Centinela Sub-Watershed area and 2,280 acres from
parts of west Los Angeles. Other goals include improving and preserving water quality entering the Ballona Creek and
the Santa Monica Bay, and protecting beneficial uses of our coastal waters. Runoff from this area flows into the Creek,
which then flows into the Bay.
The Project incorporates Low Impact Development strategies to harvest dry and wet weather runoff from the Sawtelle
Channel for treatment through two Best Management Practices (BMPs). After treatment, the urban runoff is returned
to the Channel, but without much of the pollution, i.e. heavy metals, organic chemicals, trash, debris, oil and grease,
and pathogens.

The Project, which operates only on gravity flow, is capable of treating all dry weather runoff up to 3 cubic feet per
second (cfs) and stormwater runoff up to 33 cfs in a 24-hour period. Runoff is diverted out of the Sawtelle Channel by a
concrete “speed bump” diversion weir in the floor of the culvert (PHOTO top left) and into the upstream diversion vault,
which then flows into a 36” diversion pipe that runs a couple hundred feet to a transverse diversion weir (PHOTO bottom
right). The weir splits the flows to the two BMP treatment devices and also has a screen to remove trash. The treatment
train facility utilizes three separate processes to treat and improve the quality of runoff: screening, sedimentation, and
direct filtration. Direct filtration takes place in the Contech Stormwater Solutions StormFilter® unit (PHOTO bottom left),
which removes oil and grease, dissolved heavy metals, herbicides and pesticides. It has over 90 individual cartridges
to filter (each up to 15 gallons per minute) runoff, a total of up to 3 cubic feet per second. Removal of floatables and
suspended particulates by sedimentation and screening occurs in the transverse weir, StormFilter®, and the Bio Clean
Nutrient Separating Baffle Box™ (PHOTO top right), which has a flow capacity of 33 cubic feet per second. Water that
has transited the treatment train is then returned to the Sawtelle Channel via the downstream isolation vault.
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Sub-Watershed Runoff Quality Improvement Projects
Montana Avenue/Ocean Avenue and Wilshire Boulevard/Ocean Avenue
< [Diversion Structure:
during construction, drop
or sump box receives runoff from the main storm
drain line and diverts it
for primary treatment]

< [Continuous
Deflective Separation
Unit: during installation,
primary treatment to
remove gross pollutants]
[Pump Vault: moves
runoff from main
storm drain line to
the sanitary sewer line] >

[Wet Well Chamber:
receives runoff from
initial screening before
being pumped for
advanced treatment] >

Opened in the spring 2007 and early 2008, the Montana Ave. and Wilshire Blvd. Sub-Watershed Runoff Quality
Improvement Projects (Projects) treat to the maximum extent practicable urban runoff from the north-central
portions of the City of Santa Monica, which run from the west to east borders. Other goals include improving
and preserving water quality entering the Bay, and protecting beneficial uses of our coastal waters.
Runoff from these sub-watersheds flow directly to the Bay, the outlets being in the Santa Monica beach.
The Projects incorporate within a built-out urbanized area Low Impact Development and Smart Growth strategies to
harvest dry and wet weather urban runoff from the City’s Montana and Wilshire Sub-Watersheds (hydrology basins)
for treatment through two similar Best Management Practices (BMPs) treatment trains. After state-of-the-art
treatment, the runoff returns to the Santa Monica Bay, but without much of the pollution, i.e. heavy metals,
organic chemicals, trash, debris, oil and grease and pathogens.
The Projects are located at the intersections of Montana and Ocean Avenues, and Wilshire Blvd. and Ocean Ave.
under parts of Palisades Park and the shoulders of these roads. All features of the systems are underground,
though there are surface metal covers for access to the monitoring ports for water sampling, to treatment devices
for maintenance, and to pump vaults. Most of the systems operate using gravity flow; the last part requires
electricity to pump the water into the sanitary sewer for final treatment.
Runoff is diverted out of the main Montana and Wilshire storm drain lines through a drop box (PHOTO top right
- under construction). Runoff drops into this depressed vault, and a pipe at the bottom allows dry weather runoff to
flow into the Continuous Deflective Separation (CDS) unit (PHOTO top left - under construction). The CDS screens
and settles out floatables, sediment, and oil and grease, i.e. gross pollutants. After the CDS unit, dry weather runoff,
which still contains soluble pollutants (i.e. heavy metals, organic chemicals), flows into a wet well vault (PHOTO
bottom right), which periodically pumps water out of this vault and into the pump vaults (PHOTO bottom left).
This last vault sends the runoff into the sanitary sewer for advanced treatment at the City of Los Angeles’ Hyperion
wastewater treatment facility. During rain events, most storm water is treated by the CDS units only.
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Bicknell Avenue Green Street
100 block Bicknell Avenue

< [Sub-surface
Infiltration Basin]

< [Permeable Concrete
Parking Lane]

[Depressed Parkway
Bioswale and
Drip Irrigation] >

[Climate-appropriate
Landscape] >

The Bicknell Avenue Green Street project goal was to enhance the beauty of Bicknell Avenue for local residents while introducing innovative methods to clean and harvest urban runoff: a model for all streets in
Southern California. This block of Bicknell Avenue has been designed to direct water runoff from the street into
depressed planted areas (bioswales) and underground infiltration basins in order to protect the water quality
of Santa Monica Bay. The redevelopment project incorporated Low Impact Development (LID)strategies with
Best Management Practices (BMPs) to harvest urban runoff for treatment via infiltration (soil ecology does
a wonderful job in neutralizing low-level or background concentrations of pollutants).
Reopened in May 2009, Bicknell Avenue incorporated many watershed innovations. Permeable Concrete
(PHOTO top left) is used for the parking lanes on the street. This special mix allows water to pass through the
six-inch concrete layer and infiltrate into the soil below. Infiltration Basins (PHOTO top right) provide a void
under the parking lanes in order to store runoff during a storm event or even when there is dry weather runoff.
This runoff is collected in the gutters by catch basins with filters and then is stored in the infiltration basins until
the water percolates into the surrounding soil. Infiltrating runoff can help replenish groundwater supplies and
keep pollutants from entering Santa Monica Bay. Runoff that does not enter the infiltration basins flows into the
Bioswales (PHOTO bottom left) where it is allowed to percolate into the soil. Overflow from the bioswales
enters the infiltration basins.
Climate-appropriate Plants (PHOTO bottom right) are located in the bioswales, which serve as the parkways.
These plants are able to thrive with little water and maintenance. Plants are irrigated by a Drip Irrigation
System (PHOTO bottom left), reducing the amount of water used and preventing irrigation runoff. The next best
sustainable strategy for this design is to utilize infiltration basins as cisterns and use the collected runoff for
landscape irrigation. Taken together, the innovations featured in this project are effective and attractive,
and represent an important new milestone in street design.
The city received a Proposition 50 Santa Monica Bay Restoration grant from the State Water Resources Control
Board for implementation of this project. Additional support came from the city’s Department of Public Works
and the Office of Sustainability and the Environment.
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Beach Green
2030 Barnard Way
< [Completed recreational multi-use field,
educational sign in
foreground and traditional asphalt parking
lot in left background]
[Aerial view of parking lot
BEFORE installation,
area in green
outlines project site] >

< [Blending of plastic
matrix pieces into the
surface sand/soil layer]

[Netlon™ turf field with
parked cars] >

The Beach Green demonstration project is an exciting example of how communities across the country,
often cramped for space, can transform existing parking lots into parks and open space vital to sustainable
communities; while losing no parking spots, and adding water quality protections from polluted rainwater
runoff. The project provides year-round recreation and the same number of parking spaces previously available,
and treats rainwater runoff originating from it and the adjacent paved parking lot by incorporating proven
techniques often referred to as Low Impact Development strategies (LIDs). Any rainwater runoff flowing to
this new open space will percolate into the grass surface for treatment via infiltration, a process where soil
and turf root ecology neutralize low-level concentrations of pollutants commonly found in runoff.
Some eighty-three parking spaces or 28,600 square feet of asphalt were converted into the Beach Green space
(PHOTO top left, bottom left). During periods when beach parking demand is low, Beach Green and the adjacent
paved parking lot (total 75,000 sq ft) remain closed to vehicular traffic and open for recreational play. During busy
holidays and warm weekends (approximately six days per year), Beach Green is closed to recreation and available
for overflow parking.
Beach Green uses the Netlon Advanced Turf System™ (GRAPHIC back page) with the salt/drought-tolerant
Paspalum turf species. The system mixes hundreds of thousands of fabric-like polypropylene mesh matrix pieces
(2” x 4”) into the soil. The pieces are blended uniformly into the sand/soil medium by a special attachment on
a tractor (PHOTO top right). The mesh matrix interlocks with soil particles, providing tensile resistance to the soil
matrix. The random orientation of the mesh elements produces a highly reinforced soil mass, thus, allowing cars
to park on the turf (PHOTO bottom right). When the grass is established, the roots penetrate and entwine with
the mesh elements, further stabilizing the system. The increase in strength is achieved without any reduction in
permeability, which provides for the infiltration of rainwater that is taken by turf roots or allowed to percolate into
the groundwater. During a year with average rainfall (approximately 12”), this amounts to a total of 560,000
gallons of polluted water that would normally flow to the Santa Monica Bay.
The city received a grant from the State Water Resources Control Board for implementation of this project
(Costa-Machado Water Act of 2000, Clean Beaches Initiative, Proposition 13). Additional support came from
the city’s Department of Cultural and Community Services, the Department of Public Works, and the Office of
Sustainability and the Environment.
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Cross-section view of the turf system

Planning for a Cleaner Bay
Urban runoff flowing through storm drains is the single greatest source of pollution to the beaches and near shore waters
of the Santa Monica Bay. Unlike sewage and discharges from industrial sources, urban runoff is not generally adequately
treated before it reaches the bay and our beaches.
The City of Santa Monica passed an ordinance that is designed to reduce the amount of urban runoff pollution that reaches
our storm drain system and the Santa Monica Bay. The ordinance requires a reduction in urban runoff flowing off of all
impermeable surfaces from newly developed or retrofitted parcels within the city.
Reducing the amounts of urban runoff and of pollutants contained in the runoff is essential for the health and safety of our
community. A cleaner bay means a healthier marine ecosystem and improved quality of life for residents, and increases
Santa Monica’s appeal to visitors and businesses.
By implementing post-construction Best Management Practices (BMPs) and making these strategies part of our daily lives,
we can make a genuine difference - and clean the bay!

Putting the LID on Urban Runoff, the Santa Monica Way
In the city’s efforts to reduce runoff pollution through the use of BMPs, we can manage, use and redevelop our lands in
a more sustainable manner through the use of Low Impact Development (LID) and smart growth design strategies, and
BMPs. LID is an economically and environmentally responsible strategy to site development which still allows land
development, but in a long-term cost-saving manner that also mitigates potential environmental impacts. Whether
employed at a single-family home or large commercial or public project, LID integrates land planning, and site design
practices and techniques to mitigate development impacts to land, water and air, to conserve and protect natural
resources and ecosystems, and to reduce infrastructure costs, e.g., storm drain systems.
This strategy views each development project as a small micro-watershed, part of the greater watershed or drainage basin
of a particular area. The strategy promotes the concept of “start at the source,” that is, to keep as much precipitation
on each parcel to minimize the amount of runoff or waste water leaving a site. In the end, watershed management must
include the individual and each parcel, and LID approaches should be used in planning and designing phases. The results
of these strategies will be to maximize onsite rainwater and runoff harvesting, retention and use, and to minimize runoff
pollution in reaching the bay.

For more information contact 310-458-8223 or visit sustainablesm.org

working for
a cleaner bay

Urban Runoff & Watershed Management Program
City of Santa Monica Office of Sustainability and the Environment
200 Santa Monica Pier, Santa Monica, California 90401
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Big Blue Bus Facility
612 Colorado Avenue

< [Infiltration Zone,
Phase I]

[Contech StormFilter®]>

<[Contech Con/Span®]

[Infiltration Zone,
Phase II ] >

The Big Blue Bus (BBB) depot is a city-owned transportation facility providing maintenance and storage
infrastructure for the bus fleet serving Santa Monica and the surrounding City of Los Angeles. In 2009,
the BBB completed the construction of a vehicle wash facility, a maintenance facility and the re-surfacing
of a large bus parking area.
The upgrades incorporated Low Impact Development strategies with Best Management Practices (BMPs)
to harvest onsite stormwater for proprietary treatment and infiltration. The 6.5-acre site is nearly 100%
impermeable – roofs and parking areas with small patches of landscaping. Fortunately, the site was large
and open enough to allow for some notable sub-surface treatment and infiltration devices - three separate,
large infiltration zones were incorporated into the site in order to capture runoff from roofs and surface
parking areas. The projects were built in two phases over several years of construction.
The first phase (Phase I) consists of an infiltration zone made up of concave plastic chambers, called
Infiltrators®, backfilled with rock (PHOTO top left). This system holds up to 25,000 gallons of rainwater
runoff for infiltration.
The second phase (Phase II) consists of two identical systems intended to handle runoff from the bus
parking and nearby roof areas; the systems are designed to hold up to 160,000 gallons of the projected
runoff from a 3/4 to 1 inch rain event. Further, the Phase II systems were designed to remove the trash,
sediment, heavy metals, and oil and grease anticipated from the parking area runoff (the filtering and
treatment measures are intended to protect against concentrations of toxic substances building up in the
infiltration pit and adjacent soils over time). The runoff entering the Phase II systems passes through four
stages: first, the water flows through a vortex-type pre-screening Contech StormGate® (not pictured) to
remove trash, sediment and debris; secondly it enters into a Contech StormFilter® (PHOTO bottom left)
to remove soluble pollutants like oil, grease, organic compounds, and heavy metals; and then into the
Contech Con/Span® vault (PHOTO top right) where the water is held for a short period allowing additional
sediments to settle out; finally, the water flows to the rock-filled infiltration zone (PHOTO bottom right)
where it will eventually recharge the groundwater.
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Rooftop Rainwater Harvesting for Indoor Use
Santa Monica Pico Branch Library
2201 Pico Blvd.

<[Santa Monica
Pico Branch Library]

<[12,000 gallon cistern]

Photo by William Short

[underground vortex
screening device]>

[advanced treatment
train]>

The Santa Monica Pico Branch Library, completed in 2014, is Santa Monica’s first municipal building
to harvest rainwater for indoor use and to achieve the coveted U.S. Green Building Council’s LEED™
Platinum status for innovative design. The project demonstrates the feasibility of harvesting rooftop
rainwater for direct onsite indoor use: toilet and urinal flushing. The rainwater harvesting system is a
practical solution that promotes overall sustainable water management and helps Santa Monica achieve
its aggressive water self-sufficiency goal by 2020.
The rooftop rainwater harvesting project is a Low Impact Development (LID) strategy that implements
Best Management Practices (BMPs), a proven approach for addressing urban runoff from new
development, redevelopment, and building retrofits.
Rainwater is harvested from the roof of the library and the adjoining community center and then directed
to an underground vortex screening device for pre-treatment to remove any sediment and debris (PHOTO
bottom left). The water leaving pre-treatment is stored in an adjacent 12,000 gallon cistern (PHOTO top
right). Overflow from the cistern is directed to the storm drain. Indoor water demand triggers water
to be pumped through an advanced treatment train (PHOTO bottom right) which includes a sand filter,
microfiltration and ultra-violet light disinfection. The treated water is stored in a 305-gallon “day” tank.
This highly treated water is used for toilet and urinal flushing. In the event that the rainwater cistern is
empty, a sensor sends a signal to a valve to release fresh drinking water into the pipe leading from the day
tank to the facility.
A one inch rain event harvests 8,300 gallons from the building roofs. In an average year of rainfall, this
equates to 100,000 gallons, replacing 80% of the expected annual demand from toilet and urinal flushing
in the facility. The project also included two infiltration chambers, not connected to the cistern system,
intended to infiltrate other sources of runoff from the site.
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A Cleaner Santa Monica Bay
Urban runoff flowing through storm drains is the single greatest
source of pollution to the beaches and nearshore waters of the
Santa Monica Bay. While water pollution from point sources like
sewage and industrial discharge has been successfully controlled
since the passage of the Clean Water Act in 1972, combatting
pollution from urban runoff remains a unique challenge requiring a
wide range of solutions.
In 2000, the City of Santa Monica updated its municipal code with
a set of rigorous standards and strategies addressing urban runoff
pollution. The ordinance, refined and expanded in 2010, requires a
substantial reduction in urban runoff flowing off all impermeable
surfaces from newly developed or retrofitted parcels in the city.
Reducing the amounts of urban runoff and of pollutants contained
in the runoff contributes to the health and safety of our community.
A cleaner bay means a healthier marine ecosystem and improved
quality of life for residents. It also increases Santa Monica’s appeal
to visitors and businesses.
The strategies and techniques used to manage stormwater and
runoff are known as Low Impact Development (LID).

Putting the LID on Urban Runoff
By using LID strategies and implementing Best Management Practices (BMPs), land development and
redevelopment can be done sustainably, and in the name of “smart growth”. LID is an economically and
environmentally responsible strategy for site development that also yields lower costs in the long-term.
Whether implemented in residential, large commercial, or public projects, LID integrates land planning, site
design practices, and construction techniques to mitigate development impacts to land, water, and air.
LID conserves and protects natural resources and ecosystems, and reduces infrastructure costs.
LID strategies look at each development project as both a small micro-watershed, and also as a part of the
greater watershed or drainage basin in which it is located. LID promotes the concept of “start at the source,”
that is, to keep as much precipitation on each parcel as possible, minimizing the amount of runoff or waste
water that leaves the site. Ideally, this approach goes hand-in-hand with maximizing onsite rainwater and
runoff harvesting, retention, and use. And that is another way to prevent runoff pollution from reaching the
Santa Monica Bay. In the end, to be successful, watershed management must include the individual, and
be practiced on each parcel.

For more information contact 310-458-8223 or visit sustainablesm.org/runoff

working for
a cleaner bay

Urban Runoff & Watershed Management Program
City of Santa Monica Office of Sustainability and the Environment
1717 4th Street, Suite 100, Santa Monica, California 90401
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